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A very special year
2020 was also exceptional for Glatt. As a shopping centre, we were affected directly by the compulsory spring
lockdown. The majority of our stores and restaurants
had to close for months – an experience that deeply
affected all involved. Afterwards, it was necessary to
devise viable protective concepts so that customers
could shop safely with us and feel at ease.
It is particularly pleasing that many of our stores quickly made up for the enforced coronavirus break. Obviously, there was great pent-up demand on the part of
customers. The weeks of closure, however, led to 15%
lower footfall than in the previous year. We feel this is a
good result that reinforces our strategy of bringing internationally successful brands to Switzerland in order
to distinguish us from other Swiss shopping centres.
In the past year, we also succeeded in introducing
innovative formats to Glatt. Sesh is a restaurant concept that sells fresh, healthy bowls. We are also offering „bubble tea“, which is extremely popular with
our youngest customers thanks to a campaign on the
social media platform TikTok. The first H&M Home Concept Store in Switzerland has also launched successfully. With its range of interior furnishings and decorative items, the format takes up precisely the themes
that are particularly in demand at present. What was
already Switzerland‘s biggest Rituals outlet has expanded further, whilst the Om Yoga Studio has moved
in, as well as a Brezelkönig bakery and a Migrolino.
The opening of the Retail Concept Lab was a real milestone, as we thereby created a format for brands that
previously could mainly be purchased only online. The
Retail Concept Lab has a modular design, so that a flower shop with fashionable dried flowers and a fashion
brand with sustainable, stylish clothing can move in
immediately after each other. We feel this type of con-
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cept offers great potential for the future. The Retail
Concept Lab is already mostly booked up for 2021 and,
even better, we are delighted that Glatt has a waiting
list of prospective tenants even during a pandemic.
2020 created a very particular situation for our events.
We were not able to hold everything we had planned
during the pandemic. Shopping tours for the Glatt
community with the most celebrated Swiss TikTokers were possible and the Fashion Villa, with exclusive
private events and fashion advice, was still available
to our customers. One highlight was the Männerbude
men‘s area, with a giant Carrera racetrack for the whole family, and the popular gift studio and Christmas carousel were in operation during the Christmas season.
Finally, it was also a very special year because Glatt
changed hands. Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund (cooperative federation) sold the shopping centre to
Swiss Life, which now manages Glatt with Livit AG. The
Zentrum Glatt AG syndicate will handle advertising,
events and public relations. The sale will not affect the
Migros stores in the Glatt centre. The mix of new, exclusive concepts and popular anchor tenants such as
Migros and Globus will continue in future.

